
SUMERIAN AND NILE VALLEY CIVILIZATIONS AND COMPARISON BETW

The ancient civilizations of the Nile Valley and Sumer are considered to be the beginning of life in their respected
regions. The following essay will provide a.

The government brought order to society through the construction of temples, the creation of laws, taxation,
the organization of trade Introduction Egyptians seem first to have moved beyond high Neolithic farming
settlements just a few hundred years after the Mesopotamians first did the same thing. For a variety of reasons,
the center of political control of the whole Mesopotamian region also spread north, especially to Babylon at
the center, but also eventually for a while to Assyria, further north about where the name "Tigris" appears on
the map below. Seventy-three years later, Cyrus of Persia conquered them, and Mesopotamia joined the much
larger Persian empire. Origins Ancient Egyptian civilization emerged in the fertile Nile Valley, bounded on
either side by harsh deserts. In this context the farming peoples of Sumer had to work hard and cooperate or
submit , since for many of them it was either farm irrigated lands or starve. Learn Something New Every Day
Get smarter with day courses delivered in easy-to-digest emails every morning. They all had better agriculture,
technology, development of state power and construction of cities. These beings were identical to the Egyptian
During this time the stones needed for construction could be floated over flood waters to get relatively close to
the pyramids' construction grounds But such construction was still only possible during the few centuries c.
Most seem to have been created perhaps toward the end of the Middle Kingdom or during the subsequent New
Kingdom era of c. Probably the first elites were priests, who may well have been early "engineers" who first
figured out irrigation, which they might then have presented as coming from the gods, who they best
represented or understood. But over time literacy increased at least somewhat, as did the variety of things
recorded see Gilgamesh below Other Technologies and Knowledge. Mesopotamia in Eras of City-States and
Empires: Rule and Society In Mesopotamia, the story of evolving political forms is one of real struggle, but
also for that very reason, of the development of many crucial new technologies in some way related to
effective rule. Egyptian Knowledge, Beliefs and Culture Writing: Like the Sumerians, the Egyptians invented
their own system of writing called hieroglyphics. From them we inherit the tendency to divide things into units
12, 60, and  By the time the land fragmented, the elites had already established regional courts in which they
continued the essence of Egyptian civilization despite the fall of the royal center. Since city-states all drew on
the same river water, they also often warred with each other a new massive irrigation project might alter river
flow and levels, thus making downsteam canals work less well , which of course also hurt their abilities to
cooperate together against outside invaders. Egyptian women kept most of their legal rights even in marriage:
they could craft special marriage contracts guaranteeing almost any special rights as vs. Let us now turn to the
2nd great starter civilization to emerge, noticing both the ways in which it was similar and different. In the
early years of Sumer perhaps merchants were just the hirelings of elite priests and warriors, providing them
with necessary metals and other raw materials as well as desired luxuries. The immense pharaoh's government
power that built the pyramids continued, in an only somewhat more limited form, for well more than another
thousand years of Egyptian greatness. In Mesopotamia now southern Iraq, the land between the Euphrates and
Tigris rivers , the first cities appeared on irrigated lands. As with Sumer, almost certainly priests were the first
users of writing, but scribes soon also served rulers, merchants, and eventually increasing although always
small numbers of literate Egyptians. A good many different things of significance can be seen in this story.
After about a thousand years, the growing success of civilization meant more total wealth, more varieties of
elites more on that soon, under "society" , more technology, more complexity out of which a very good and
lucky ruler had more ways in which he might fashion dominance. At the same time some fertile areas were
also swampy, and so had to be drained. Go see a photograph the first really monumental pyramid, the famous
Step Pyramid of Zoser. Your text chooses to look at the later era New Kingdom developments in Chapter 3, so
we will do the same looking at them in the Chapter 3 Essay. For whatever combination of reasons, later
pharaohs therefore started instead building hidden tombs, in the usually forlorn hope of their own bodies
avoiding similar fates. Sometimes they simply merge into the larger stream of that civilization that is, in
essence, what happened in Mesopotamia , sometimes they quickly weaken and are themselves replaced as
rulers; once in a while they form a new synthesis that actually takes civilization to a new level. Despite the real
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factors against larger-than-city-state size, eventually other factors emerged or grew stronger which together
supported the appearance of empires. Troops and taxes could both easily be moved the full extent of the river,
making central control much easier even over a long, thin area The Nile: Like the Mesopotamians, the
Egyptians had to depend on river irrigation to let them produce sufficent crop surpluses to support their
complex civilization. They came regularly every September, lasting through November or so. As was
mentioned earlier, Sumarians and other early Mesopotamians worshiped many gods polytheism. The are the
course instructor's name Sara Tucker created by an online computer program that assigned an hieroglyph
symbol to each letter of our modern alphabet. Again consult your text for exactly how Enkidu was recruited to
join civilization, and what this story shows about the era's own definition of civilized living.


